Redox-active proanions of the type B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 [Ar = C 6 F 5 (1), 4-CF 3 C 6 H 4 (2), 3,5-(CF 3 ) 2 C 6 H 3 (3)] are introduced in the context of an experimental and computational study of the visible-lightinitiated polymerization of a family of styrenes. Neutral, airstable proanions 1−3 were found to initiate styrene polymerization through single-electron oxidation under blue-light irradiation, resulting in polymers with number-average molecular weights (M n ) ranging from ∼6 to 100 kDa. Shorter polymer products were observed in the majority of experiments, except in the case of monomers containing 4-X (X = F, Cl, Br) substituents on the styrene monomer when polymerized in the presence of 1 in CH 2 Cl 2 . Only under these specific conditions are longer polymers (>100 kDa) observed, strongly supporting the formulation that reaction conditions significantly modulate the degree of ion pairing between the dodecaborate anion and cationic chain end. This also suggests that 1−3 behave as weakly coordinating anions (WCA) upon one-electron reduction because no incorporation of the cluster-based photoinitiators is observed in the polymeric products analyzed. Overall, this work is a conceptual realization of a single reagent that can serve as a strong photooxidant, subsequently forming a WCA.
■ INTRODUCTION
The concept and use of weakly coordinating anions (WCAs) have been known for many years within the chemical community. The unique properties of these speciesin particular, their electrochemical and kinetic stabilityhave been leveraged to isolate highly reactive intermediates and facilitate unique chemical transformations. Applications of WCAs within the polymer community began with important discoveries employing noncoordinating borane anions [e.g., B[3,5-(CF 3 ) 2 C 6 H 3 ] 4 − (BAr F )] or proanions [e.g., B(C 6 F 5 ) 3 ] in cationic polymerizations; 1−3 these types of reagents have been reviewed 4 and continue to be developed and applied in different areas of chemistry. 5 More recently, this concept has been extended to using heterogeneous supports, themselves, as WCAs to activate metal hydride or metal alkyl fragments, generating chemisorbed cationic metal catalysts. 6 State-of-the-art WCAs, however, are not without their limitations. For example, even (fluoroaryl)borate anions have been shown to react with high-valent metal centers through ring-transfer reactions. 7 Highly Lewis acidic arylboranes, which Special Issue: Celebrating the Year of the Periodic Table: Emerging Investigators in Inorganic Chemistry have been used to generate WCAs in situ, readily form adducts with water 8 and have also been shown to engage in ringtransfer activity. 9 Waldvogel and co-workers recently disclosed an electrochemical study of BAr 4 -based anions and detailed their instability toward arene−arene coupling at strongly oxidizing potentials. 10 Furthermore, many WCAs are introduced as salts, which are often synthetically nontrivial, and the formation of the desired ion pair can be complicated by incomplete salt metathesis or the formation of associated salt adducts. 4 Conceptually, access to WCAs from neutral precursors that can be triggered by external stimuli such as light would potentially ameliorate some of these challenges, although to our knowledge, no photoredox-active weakly coordinating proanions have been reported (Figure 1 ).
Perfunctionalized dodecaborane clusters of the type B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 (1; Ar = Ph, C 6 F 5 ) initiate the polymerization of a range of styrenes as well as that of isobutylene. 11 We therefore wondered whether species of this type might breach new chemical space in the context of WCA chemistry. 12 In general, the use of icosahedral boron clusterstypically the monoanionic carba-closo-undecaborate, [CB 11 H 11 ] − , and its functionalized derivativesas WCAs is well-known, 13 and they continue to be used to great effect, as shown, for example, in recent disclosures by Nelson and co-workers. 14 While B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 species can be easily isolated as charge-neutral species, upon photoexcitation of certain derivatives with visible light, their extreme photooxidizing behavior [e.g., 2.98 V vs saturated calomel electrode (SCE) for 1] can activate substrates toward single electron transfer (ET), forming a substrate-based radical cation and a stable, cluster-based radical anion. Here we provide evidence for the WCA behavior of [B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 ] − , photooxidatively generated by the reaction of 1−3 with a variety of styrenes under blue-light-emittingdiode (LED) irradiation. This study opens the door to previously unexplored photoredox-active WCAs.
■ SYNTHESIS AND SELF-EXCHANGE STUDIES
A hallmark of 1 is the high photooxidizing potential displayed under blue-light irradiation, enabling reactivity toward species of otherwise appreciable oxidative stability. We wondered whether such behavior was general across other B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 analogues bearing electron-withdrawing benzyl substituents: we suspected that similarly electron-deficient B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 species B 12 (OCH 2 -4-CF 3 C 6 H 4 ) 12 (2) 15 and recently reported B 12 (OCH 2 -3,5-(CF 3 ) 2 C 6 H 3 ) 12 (3) 16 would be capable of initiating styrene polymerization. Indeed, 2 and 3 also initiate the polymerization of a number of styrene derivatives (vide infra). Although the syntheses of 1 and 2 are known, we have developed a more general and operationally straightforward protocol for neutral B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 species containing electron-withdrawing Ar substituents: while FeCl 3 is a sufficiently strong oxidant to generate 1 and 2, it is not a strong enough oxidant under identical conditions to generate 3 from [B 12 (OCH 2 -3,5-(CF 3 ) 2 C 6 H 3 ) 12 ] 2−/− ([3] 2−/− ; note that, for [#] 2−/− (# = 1−3), the NBu 4 + counterion is implied unless otherwise noted); in fact, [3] − is generated selectively by the treatment of [3] 2−/− with FeCl 3 . 15 We find that treating [B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 ] 2−/− mixtures of 1−3 with NOBF 4 in CH 3 CN rapidly and cleanly generates the respective oxidized, charge-neutral species (Figure 2A ).
Compound 3 crystallizes from hot toluene (see Figure 2B ,C for a single-crystal X-ray structure and a space-filling diagram) and exhibits the most anodically shifted 0/1− redox couple (0.68 V vs Fc/Fc + ) 15 of any B 12 (OR) 12 species reported to date ( Figure 2D ); as with other characterized B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 species, 3 exhibits a strong absorption in the blue (∼450 nm) region ( Figure 2E ). Bond angles and distances measured for 3 are consistent with structurally characterized hypercloso-B 12 (OR) 12 species. Importantly, the oxidation reactions generating 1−3 using NOBF 4 can be carried out on gram scales to afford air-stable, neutral dodecaboranes in high yields.
Our ability to cleanly isolate [3] − and 3 through the treatment of [3] 2−/− with FeCl 3 and NOBF 4 , respectively, prompted a solution-phase electron-self-exchange study using 19 F NMR spectroscopy in order to probe ET kinetics. We anticipated that such a study would shed light on ET between the cluster and substrate during styrene polymerization initiated by photoexcited B 12 (OCH 2 Ar) 12 . At temperatures varying from 20 to 60°C in 1,2-dichloroethane, we recently showed that electron self-exchange between [NBu 4 ][3] and 3 is slow on the NMR time scale, with k ex < 1.2 × 10 3 M −1 s −1 . 16 It is known that electron self-exchange between the 0/1− redox pair in Ru 3 O(OAc) 6 (CO)(L) 2 clusters [where L = 4cyanopyridine, pyridine, or 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine] is highly dependent on the degree of charge density residing on the ancillary pyridyl ligands. 17 Given the encumbering steric profile of pseudospherical 1−3 and considering that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of [3] − and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of ground-state 3 are exclusively boron-cage-based, 16 we attribute this low rate of ET to poor electronic coupling between 3 and [3] − in the ground state. However, upon photoexcitation, these species possess oxidizing potentials exceeding 3 V versus SCE (vide infra), resulting in rapid hole transfer to the substrate. Ultimately, these qualities lay the groundwork for the development of sterically and electrochemically tunable neutral reagents that result in the generation of WCAs in situ through visible-light irradiation.
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■ STYRENE POLYMERIZATION
Our initial polymerization studies 11 with 1 in CH 2 Cl 2 under blue-LED irradiation revealed good yields for moderate-toelectron-rich styrenes and dispersity values of ∼2, which might be expected for uncontrolled carbocationic polymerizations; 18 control experiments showed that these polymerizations do not proceed in the absence of 1 and that radical-based propagation modes are not likely. Interestingly, monomers with p-halide substituents displayed very high M n and excellent yields, despite the inductively electron-withdrawing nature of the p-F and p-Cl substituents (σ p = 0.06 and 0.23, respectively 19 ), and were unexpected in comparison to other monomers: electronically similar monomers such as styrene [σ p (H) = 0.00] and 3-Cl-styrene [σ m (Cl) = 0.37] gave significantly smaller M n values.
In order to better understand these results, we screened a family of vinylarenes with initiators 1−3 in CH 2 Cl 2 and 1,2difluorobenzene ( Figure 3 ) to probe generality, i.e., whether other perfunctionalized dodecaborates were also capable of initiating styrene polymerization via visible-light irradiation. Overall, we find that moderate M n values are obtained in nearly all cases, consistent with an uncontrolled cationic polymerization involving a counteranion that does not effectively stabilize the cationic chain end: 18a moderate M n values were obtained for S1−S6 in 1,2-difluorobenzene for 1−3 under standard conditions; M n values for a given monomer were also consistent for S1−S6 using 2 and 3 in CH 2 Cl 2 . For 1, while S1, S5, and S6 again displayed comparable M n values when initiated in CH 2 Cl 2 , S2−S4, which contain 4-X (X = F, Cl, Br) substituents, displayed M n values over 1 order of magnitude larger than that of in 1,2-difluorobenzene. In most cases, polydispersities range from ∼1.8 to 2.3 and appear to be independent of the trend observed for polymers generated using 1 and S2−S4 in CH 2 Cl 2 . Polymer analysis by matrixassisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry did not show incorporation of the initiator in any cases tested (see the Supporting Information (SI) for representative examples); this is consistent with previously obtained inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry data 11 as well as the general inertness of the dodecaborate counterion in the presence of a reactive cationic chain end. We suggest that the unique distribution of polymer molecular weights based on the solvent, initiator, and monomer indicates both the weakly interacting behavior of the dodecaborate anions with the cationic chain end as well as an easily influenced equilibrium (vide infra) of these interactions from contact ion pairs to more efficiently solvated ion pairs; the location of this equilibrium ultimately determines the resulting M n values.
■ COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF PHOTOEXCITATION
Attempts to probe the proposed intermolecular interactions of the perfunctionalized dodecaboranes and a donor molecule (e.g., styrene) spectroscopically prior to ET so far have been unsuccessful, consistent with the short excited-state lifetime (τ = ∼360 ps for 1), 11 high excited-state reduction potential, and cluster-based HOMO and LUMO levels of 1−3 in the ground state (vide infra). Therefore, a computational evaluation of both isolated dodecaboranes as well as cluster−monomer interactions was undertaken.
We first initiated a computational study to evaluate the electronic properties of 1−3 as well as select monomers in order to identify qualities that might give rise to the unique performance of 1. First, we investigated whether the generation of high M n polymers by 1 resulted simply from the difference in energy between the HOMO of the monomer and the lower energy, cluster-based donor orbital(s) responsible for blue-light absorption. As shown in Figure 4 , no clear correlation is observed between the monomer HOMO energy and polymer length for 1 in CH 2 Cl 2 . We calculated the ionization potentials of three representative monomers (S1, S3, and S5) and found that both in the gas phase and with a CH 2 Cl 2 solvent model the energies for all three monomers are comparable and scale in the order of S1 > S3 > S5 (see the SI). In addition, the occupied orbitals involved in the visible-light (∼450 nm) absorption in all three initiators have similar parentages ( Figure 4B ) and oscillator strengths, with absorption maxima that closely reflect measured values (see the SI). This suggests that the donor and acceptor orbitals involved in visible-light absorption are not unique for 1 and therefore cannot, by themselves, explain the inconsistent behavior of 1 in producing polymers of only moderate M n compared with 2 or 3 under otherwise identical conditions. Excited-state reduction potentials were estimated for 2 and 3 through fluorescence measurements in perfluorotoluene at 77 K and, in combination with ground-state potentials (which are, in fact, more anodic than 1 for the analogous 0/1− redox couples 15 ) , are higher than that of 1 (∼2.98 V vs SCE 11 ), reaching values of ∼3.21 and ∼3.33 V versus SCE for 2 and 3, respectively (see the SI). In addition, electron affinity values for the arene fragments that correspond to 1−3 [C 6 F 5 H, C 6 H 5 CF 3 , and m-(CF 3 ) 2 C 6 H 4 , respectively] have comparable energies ( Figure 4C and the SI); C 6 F 5 H has the highest value. Finally, extinction coefficients were measured at 450 nm for 1−3 in CH 2 Cl 2 , revealing that all three complexes absorb blue light with comparable efficiencies (∼20000− 25000 M −1 cm −1 ); given the high concentration of monomer in these reactions (2 M), we assume that the efficiency of monomer oxidation by 1−3 is comparable across S1−S6. The structural-, photophysical-, and reactivity-based similarities of 1−3 imply that only a very specific set of conditions is required for a deviation in the observed polymerization trends, which is, in turn, strongly suggestive of the WCA behavior of the monoanionic dodecaborate species following hole transfer to monomer.
1 was also studied in silico in the presence of styrene substrate and explicit CH 2 Cl 2 solvent (see the SI for details). Several positions of styrene in close proximity to the −C 6 F 5 rings of 1 were identified, and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations were then performed on the system at the B3LYP/6-31GS level of theory ( Figure 5 ); the results are consistent with DFT calculations shown in Figure 4 . Importantly, the donor molecular orbitals found in this simulation are positioned appropriately with respect to styrene to accept electron density following initiator photoexcitation, with some perturbation of the electronic structure observed at the −C 6 F 5 rings (given the presence of the styrene molecule) with respect to calculations shown in Figure 4 .
Furthermore, the HOMO of the system is localized on styrene, again suggesting that ET from styrene upon cluster photoexcitation is mechanistically reasonable. Interestingly, when modeled in CH 3 CN, both the HOMO and LUMO of the system are mostly located on the cluster core. This is consistent with our observation that <5% polystyrene is generated under typical reaction conditions with 1 when CH 3 CN is employed as the solvent. While we have not been able to experimentally identify either substrate preorganization or the relative orientations of the styrene and initiator, as shown in Figure 5 , they represent plausible modes of interaction by which ET may occur. However, it must also be noted that specific orientations are not required when invoking a tunneling mechanism for ET, which we suggest to be operative. It has been shown that electron tunneling can occur beyond 15 Å between the donor and acceptor even in the absence of covalent interactions; 20 while we have been unable to crystallographically characterize a donor−acceptor complex, the electron-self-exchange studies of 3 and [3] − (vide supra) confirm that ET can occur even between dodecaborates, likely through tunneling. On the basis of the solidstate crystal structure of 3, the closest intermolecular B−C or O−C distances (analogous to initiator−substrate distances) are well within 15 Å. Ultimately, these data indicate that the dodecaborane excited state 21 is quenched by very rapid hole transfer to the substrate. ■ DISCUSSION OF PHOTOINITIATED
POLYMERIZATION STUDIES
The above analyses suggest that the physical properties of the initiators, monomers, and media, by themselves, are likely not responsible for the anomalous M n results but rather that a combination of properties, either prior to or during polymerization, accounts for the observed molecular weight differences. Nevertheless, this implies that 1 possesses a structural or electronic feature that is less prominent or absent in 2 and 3 or is potentially magnified to a greater degree than 2 or 3 in CH 2 Cl 2 in the presence of S2−S4. We turned to a time-point analysis of polymerizations conducted in the presence of 1 with various styrenes to further interrogate this system. The results are shown in Figure 6 . The polymerizations of S1, S4, and S5 In-phase cofacial and edge-on dispositions of the styrene-based HOMO relative to a 1-based molecular orbital suggest a possible pathway hole transfer to the substrate. Explicit CH 2 Cl 2 has been removed for clarity (see the SI for details). (1 M in CH 2 Cl 2 ) were initiated by 1 under blue-LED irradiation at room temperature. As expected, the rapidity of conversion scaled with the relative electron-richness of the monomer (S5 > S1 > S4). Interestingly, gel permeation chromatography analysis of the same time points revealed that while the M n values for poly-S1 and poly-S5 remained fairly consistent and low (∼ 20 and ∼50 kDa, respectively) during the course of polymerization, M n for poly-S4 began at ∼190 kDa and gradually decreased during the time frame in which aliquots were taken. This suggests that the ratio of the propagation rate to chain-transfer rate for S4 is fundamentally different from that for S1 and S5 and that this ratio reaches a steady state much later in the polymerization. This is potentially indicative of some additional factor (e.g., intermolecular interactions) that affects one or both terms of this ratio that is less prominent or absent with S1 and S5 under identical conditions. While we note that adventitious water can act as a powerful chain-transfer agent in carbocationic polymerizations, the clear dependence of M n on the solvent and initiator suggests that the components of the reaction are more relevant to the observed polymer metrics.
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The decay of M n over time would be consistent with an increasing number of termination events relative to insertion events per time as the monomer depletes, particularly for an uncontrolled carbocationic polymerization of styrenes. While in photochemically initiated reactions, in particular, the initiator concentration is critical, we suggest that potential fluctuation in these values is not a dominant factor because only select polymers generated in the presence of 1 in CH 2 Cl 2 show high M n values. Electron-withdrawing functional groups should render the β-proton of the propagating cationic chain more acidic than those in [poly-S1] + or [poly-S5] + , making it increasingly susceptible to loss of H + . However, it is unclear why the M n values for poly-S1 and poly-S5 do not also gradually decrease over time but instead remain constant during the course of the polymerization. The presence of poorly stabilized, free ion chain ends, which rapidly terminate, is consistent with this latter observation; 22 this scenario is analogous to decreased chain-end stabilization with decreasing solvent polarity, which also results in a larger number of chaintransfer events and lower-molecular-weight polymers in cationic polymerizations, as noted by Nuyken and coworkers. 23 Conversely, this also suggests that some degree of control, likely through more effective ion pairing, is imparted under the polymerization conditions of 1 and S4 in CH 2 Cl 2 , ultimately reducing chain transfer at early time points and giving rise to higher M w values.
We find that the conversion of S1 in the presence of 1 in CH 2 Cl 2 is slower than that of 1,2-difluorobenzene. While according to Reichardt's E T (30) scale, CH 2 Cl 2 and 1,2difluorobenzene have comparable polarities, 24 this difference in the propagation rate has been observed in photoinitiated polymerizations of styrenes and isobutylene and has been attributed to differences in ion pairing as a result of varying medium polarity. 22, 25 It was concluded in these cases that faster propagation resulted from free ions and slower propagation resulted from ion pairs. Furthermore, it was shown that free ions produced smaller M n polymers than the ion pairs in these photoinitiated polymerizations. Interestingly, in the case of 1 and S4, we observe similar rates of conversion in both CH 2 Cl 2 and 1,2-difluorobenzene, while M n of CH 2 Cl 2 at early time points reached up to ∼190 versus ∼60 kDa in 1,2difluorobenzene under the same conditions (Figure 7) . This indicates that solvophobic effects similarly affect polymerizations of S4 by 1, likely as a result of the strength of ion pairing of oligo-or poly-S4, specifically, with 1. This result is consistent with the slightly higher dielectric constant of 1,2difluorobenzene compared to CH 2 Cl 2 . To understand whether the similarity in the propagation rates was a function of the combination of S4 and 1 or dependent on S4 alone, we performed a similar set of experiments with 2 and S4. Here, we find that, in CH 2 Cl 2 , the initial M n values at low conversion are high (∼240 kDa) and gradually taper, whereas those in 1,2difluorobenzene start much lower and likewise taper. Compared to 1 and S4, however, M n drops much more rapidly as conversion increases. This suggests that S4 (and likely S2 and S3) exhibits similar behavior in the presence of 2 but that the proposed interactions are much less pronounced than those in the presence of 1. Beyond solvophobic effects, it is also possible that 1,2-difluorobenzene materially interferes with ion pairing, particularly in the case of 1 and S2−S4 (vide infra).
Halide functional groups are capable of resonance stabilization of aromatic systems such that they behave as ortho-and para-directing substituents in electrophilic aromatic substitutions despite their inductively electron-withdrawing nature. Importantly, in these cases, the position, rather than simply the π-donating ability, of a halide substituent is critical in the observed reactivity and substitution pattern based on Figure 6 . Polymerization of electronically diverse styrenes showing more rapid conversion for more electron-rich substrates but a higher initial M n followed by a gradual decrease for S4 as opposed to those of S1 and S5, which remain constant during the reaction. Figure 7 . M n versus conversion plots for the polymerization of S4 initiated by 1 (A) and 2 (B). While in both cases M n starts at ∼240 kDa in CH 2 Cl 2 , M n decreases much more rapidly when initiated by 2. canonical resonance forms that are available along the reaction coordinate. We considered that these substituents might be electronically stabilizing oligomeric or polymeric intermediates toward β-H + loss through resonance contributions, generating higher M w fragments at early time points before chain transfer becomes more prominent as monomer depletes. Lenz and coworkers previously noted the potential importance of resonance effects of p-halide substituents in the carbocationic polymerization of p-X-α-methylstyrenes (X = F, Cl). 26 Lewis et al. have also suggested this possibility. 27 While the presence and position of the halide in S2−S4 is clearly important, the consideration of resonance stabilization imparted by these functional groups still cannot explain the observation of high M w in CH 2 Cl 2 with 1 only. Because there is a clear solvent effect on conversion ( Figure 6 ) in which polymerization occurs more rapidly in 1,2-difluorobenzene versus CH 2 Cl 2 for S1 (see the SI), we posit that CH 2 Cl 2 favors a more tightly held ion pair between 1 and oligo-or poly-S2−S4, giving rise to polymers of high M w and M n for S2−S4. We suggest that the nature of this ion pair, in addition to the requisite electrostatic attraction, is through aromatic donor−acceptor interactions between the arene ring(s) of oligo-or poly-S2−S4 and the pentafluorophenyl substituents of 1 that are not present in 2 or 3.
Intermolecular aromatic interactions have been widely observed 28 and used in the context of materials science, 29 molecular recognition, 30 biology, 31 and reaction chemistry. 32 Some of the most recognizable are those between electron-rich and (fluorinated) electron-poor aromatic rings (Ar F ), which are believed to result, in part, from inversion of the electronic quadrupole of Ar F relative to that of more electron-rich arenes, leading to favorable aromatic donor−acceptor interactions; 33 electrostatic, charge-transfer, and solvophobic effects have also been implicated in the facilitation of these aromatic interactions. 34 For example, in their study of interactions between C 6 F 6 and C 6 H 5 X arenes, Hunter and co-workers favored an electrostatic model of intermolecular arene interactions because of the linear correlation of the binding affinity with Hammett constants of substituted arene derivatives. 35 Gung and co-workers found deviations in this trend and also implicated significant charge-transfer effects in addition to electrostatic effects in order to fully explain the free energy of attraction between pentafluorobenzoate and 3,5dinitrobenzoate groups with monofunctionalized arenes in a substituted triptycene manifold. 36 In addition, they posit that monosubstituted aryl rings as a donor−acceptor pair are not sufficiently electronically perturbed to engage in arene−arene interactions of meaningful magnitude; rather, electronic extremes such as −C 6 F 5 or −3,5-(NO 2 ) 2 -C 6 H 3 moieties are necessary. Furthermore, Sherill and co-workers have shown that dispersion interactions can significantly contribute to the strength of the arene−arene interactions in face-to-face and edge-on arrangements of aryl rings. 37 The nonnegligible effect of the solvent on intermolecular interactions has been detailed, 33b,38 often in the context of effects on the electrostatic interactions or analyte desolvation. Finally, Cockroft and coworkers have also detailed the importance of substituent solvation in modulating the electrostatic potentials of aromatic systems. 39 While we cannot definitively identify the specific type of intermolecular interactions in the present case, based on our computational data of monomer interactions with 1 (see Figure 5 ) and the high local density of aryl substituents in 1−3 (particularly the −C 6 F 5 rings in 1), electrostatic, dispersion, charge-transfer, and solvophobic effects likely all contribute to the interactions of monomer with the ring periphery of the dodecaborate photoinitiators and are most prominent between S2 and S4 with 1 in CH 2 Cl 2 . 40 Ion pairing under carbocationic polymerization conditions has historically been described through the Weinstein spectrum of ionicity 25b and an associated equilibrium between dormant, contact ion pair, and fully solvated ions of a propagating cationic chain end and its corresponding anion. Biasing the equilibrium toward a contact ion pair through the addition of a "common ion" 25b,41 approximates the conditions under which controlled ("living") carbocationic polymerization might be observed. We attempted to probe this equilibrium by employing readily accessible [3] − as an additive in polymerizations initiated by 3. If ion pairing is essential, one would expect that the addition of free [3] − would drive the equilibrium toward a contact ion pair of propagating cationic polymer and counterion, giving rise to more controlled polymerizations with higher M n . 42 The addition of S5 to a 1,2-difluorobenzene solution containing 0.1 mol % 3 and 0.1 mol % [3] − , followed by blue-LED irradiation for 4 h and quenching with methanol, resulted in the expected precipitation of polymer. Upon workup, the isolated poly-S5 was found to display M n values nearly double that obtained in the absence of [3] − (M n = 101 vs 51.6 kDa; see the SI).
A similar experiment was conducted with S1 in 1,2difluorobenzene, again revealing poly-S1 with approximately double the M n relative to standard conditions (see the SI).
Control polymerization experiments with [3] − were performed and found not to initiate S1 polymerization under standard conditions, suggesting that 3 is completely responsible for the initial reactivity and oxidation of the styrene monomers. We also found that the addition of 0.1 mol % NBu 4 BArF 4 43 to 3 and S1 under standard polymerization conditions in 1,2difluorobenzene also resulted in polymers of increased molecular weight (Figure 8) . Notably, increasing the amount of [3] − in S1 polymerization experiments beyond 0.1 mol % does not result in a further increase of M n . These experiments highlight the importance of ion-pair equilibria (Figure 9 ) in the resulting M n and that, in comparison to 1 and S2−S4, the interactions between 2 or 3 and S2−S4 are significantly weaker in CH 2 Cl 2 and result in poly-S2−S4 of much lower M n . The requirement of biasing these equilibria to observe higher M n is consistent with the ionicity spectrum concept and the role of monoanionic 1−3 as WCAs.
In the carbocationic polymerization of styrene by SnCl 4 , Overman and Newton observed that the addition of either durene or hexamethylbenzene resulted in an increase in M n of the resulting polystyrene. They note: "No explanation of the atypical behavior of these methylbenzenes is readily apparent, but it is thought that there is a possibility that catalyst or catalyst-cocatalyst complexing with the aromatic compounds might affect the reaction when the aromatic compounds are as highly basic as these methylbenzenes." 44 We wondered whether such complexation might involve interactions of durene with the propagating chain. We found that the addition of durene (1 equiv relative to 1) to the polymerization of S1 by 1 under standard conditions only slightly increased the molecular weight of the resulting polymer (average 14 vs 8 kDa) but did not significantly alter the yield of the resulting polystyrene compared to the polymerization of styrene by 1 alone. While subtle, this M n difference could implicate aromatic donor−acceptor interactions as operative in enhanc- ing the M n values; importantly, both durene and styrene are devoid of any Lewis basic substituents that might also be implicated as contributors to the M n increase (vide supra). In an analogous reaction, durene (1 equiv relative to 1) was used as an additive in the polymerization of S4 by 1. In this case, we found that M n and M w were halved compared to poly-S4 produced in the absence of durene, while the overall yield of the reaction was still comparable (Figure 8 ). This suggests that durene interferes with the reaction overall, either by reducing the rate of propagation on the time scale of chain transfer or by increasing the rate of chain transfer on the time scale of propagation. Given the discussion above, we suggest that durene competitively interacts with oligo-or poly-S4 under the reaction conditions, preventing association with 1 and giving rise to lower M w . We must also consider the possibility that similar interferences occur in the 1,2-difluorobenzene solvent, giving rise to low M n for poly-S2−S4 initiated by 1 in this medium. Overall, the specific reaction conditions required to generate the anomalous polymerization results obtained with 1 and the generally consistent results obtained in all other cases are indicative of the WCA behavior of [1] 
− −[3] − .
■ CONCLUSION
Our work highlights the intricacies associated with the strength of ion-pairing interactions of the propagating cationic polymer chain and a dodecaborate-based WCA as a function of the initiator, monomer, and solvent. Importantly, and despite the anomalous behavior of 1, we can sterically and electronically diversify the dodecaborate proanions through the careful molecular design of the substituents appended onto the dodecaborate core to generate analogues such as 2 or 3: these proanions still display strong photooxidizing potentials with nearly identical λ max , molar absorptivities, and oscillator strengths for relevant visible-light transitions compared to 1, and the monoanions generated through styrene oxidation appear devoid of significant intermolecular interactions with the cationic chain end. Charge-transfer excitation from the benzyloxy substituents to the cluster ultimately provides a driving force for ET from the olefin substrate. Furthermore, as a result of (1) the delocalization of unpaired electron density in these anions across the 12 boron atoms of the cage, (2) the cluster-based frontier molecular orbitals in both neutral and monoanionic ground states, and (3) the steric protection afforded by the organic substituents bound to each boron vertex of 1−3, these WCAs remain chemically intact during the course of the cationic polymerization that occurs as a consequence of their photooxidizing ability. Overall, this supports the ability of [1] − −[3] − to behave as competent WCAs.
In our view, the photooxidative generation of [1] − −[3] −  akin to "redox-active [BAr F 4 ] − " analoguesrepresents a fundamentally new approach to accessing WCAs, simply through visible-light irradiation. While there exist many visible-light photooxidants that have enjoyed steady use in the catalytic realm, 45 none possesses the extreme photooxidizing potentials displayed by 1−3. While traditional BAr 4 -based WCAs would be unstable toward oxidative coupling, the species presented here are themselves responsible for the oxidative strength and are compatible with these potentials. Ultimately, we envision the application of these and similar species 46 beyond polymer synthesis 16, 47 to leverage the unique combination of a strong photooxidant and a WCA embodied in a single-cluster-based reagent, potentially providing access to otherwise inaccessible properties.
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